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central government, poverty was well on its way to becoming a crime.1
In order to ensure that the gentry should attend not only to poor relief but to all their duties in central government, Charles checked their growing habit of living in London houses and becoming useless figures in a useless " Society," Those who held no Court appointment were driven back to their estates and their work by heavy fines.
At the same time Charles maintained his predecessors' policy of forbidding jerry-building in London, and even the repair of old houses with cheap materials. A petition from his first Parliament for the relaxation of this rule is one of the few that he met with a direct negative. More interesting, in view of the future, was the incident of the Dutchman who erected a mechanical sawmill in 1634, ^d was told to take it down again, as it was creating unemployment among the sawyers. Two other measures link Charles's reign more directly with our own. He was the first to license a regular service of London cabs, though noise and congestion soon forced him to limit them. He founded the Post Office, by turning the royal system of dispatch riders into a public post and instituting regular mails to Scotland, Plymouth, Holyhead, and the Continent. When we grumble for our penny post we might remember that our ancestors in Charles's reign had to pay nearly a shilling for each hundred miles.
There is one instance in which Charles set his face against an ancient horror, apparently growing worse in Protestant countries, certainly intensified by King James's peculiar views. The persecution of witches was perhaps the most hideous feature of contemporary life, and James, bitten with superstitious terror in his Scottish youth, encouraged the practice in all his kingdoms. Most men believed in the reality of witchcraft and the duty of stamp-
1 See E. M. Leonard, Early History of English Poor Relief, aad M, James, Social Problems during the Puritan Revolution, pp. 15-20.

